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Steffis Kreativkiste License 0€- File

 What does the 0€-File license allow you?
- this license is for ONE user
- use of the files licensed here, including the templates, graphics and Motifs for unrestricted private use.
  Comercial use is NOT allowed.
- Photographs of finished products created in part or in whole with the file licensed herein, including the 
  templates, graphics and motifs contained therein, may be published on the Internet. 
  In the case of publication on social media platforms, however, there is the obligation to
  name Steffis Kreativkiste as the designer of the motifs used.
  (Please note the information on page 2 of this license agreement).
- Changing the size and/ or color of the templates, graphics and motifs is possible.

- commercial / industrial use - digital as well as analog - is NOT allowed 
- conversion to another format (e.g. embroidery file) is not allowed.
- the use for logos, website presentation and advertising material digitally and in print is NOT allowed.
- The files, including the templates, graphics and designs contained therein, may not be sold, uploaded, 
  shared, copied or transferred in digital format. In addition, they may not be used or sold on 
  print-on-demand or production partner websites (such as Printful, Printify, Amazon Merch, Zazzle, 
  Spreadshirt or similar). 

What is prohibited with the 0€-File license?

This license includes the terms of use of the files of "Steffis Kreativkiste" - represented by Stefanie Pein.
All rights to the design, the motifs and graphics remain unchanged with Stefanie Pein.

All rights of third parties remain unaffected with these license terms. 
The licensee is responsible to check and comply with the rights of third parties.
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www.etsy.com/shop/steffiskreativkiste



Support for Steffis Kreativkiste
If you publish photos of your projects / products on the Internet, on social media platforms,

which you have created in whole or in part with this 0 € - file of "Steffis Kreativkiste",
then you are obliged to name Steffis Kreativkiste as Designerinder motives.

About a linking thereby I would be pleased particularly!

So you support me in my work and contribute to the fact that "Steffis Kreativkiste"
grows and more new template files can be offered.

You can find "Steffis Kreativkiste" on these pages and social media channels:

Please try not to show the subject frontally in the photos of your great products/projects and/or to put 
a watermark on it. 
(Otherwise, an unprotected frontal shot makes it easy for counterfeiters to copy the motif and use it for 
their own purposes.)

Thanks so much!
Your Steffi

Note / request to publish your pictures:

�
www.instagram.com/steffiskreativkiste

www.etsy.com/shop/steffiskreativkiste

www.pinterest.com/steffiskreativkiste

www.facebook.com/steffiskreativkiste2
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* If linking is not possible for various reasons, please at least mention, that a freebie 
from Steffis Kreativkiste was used for the creation of the project/product.

www.steffiskreativkiste.com


